[Hyperspectral image compression technology research based on EZW].
Along with the development of hyperspectral remote sensing technology, hyperspectral imaging technology has been applied in the aspect of aviation and spaceflight, which is different from multispectral imaging, and with the band width of nanoscale spectral imaging the target continuously, the image resolution is very high. However, with the increasing number of band, spectral data quantity will be more and more, and these data storage and transmission is the problem that the authors must face. Along with the development of wavelet compression technology, in field of image compression, many people adopted and improved EZW, the present paper used the method in hyperspectral spatial dimension compression, but does not involved the spectrum dimension compression. From hyperspectral image compression reconstruction results, whether from the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and spectral curve or from the subjective comparison of source and reconstruction image, the effect is well. If the first compression of image from spectrum dimension is made, then compression on space dimension, the authors believe the effect will be better.